Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let S C V. The Sconnectivity As(u, v; (7) of u and v in G is the maximum number of uv-paths that no two of them have an edge or a node in S -{u,v} in common. The corresponding Connectivity Augmentation Problem (CAP) is: given a graph G = (V, E), a node subset S C V, and a nonnegative integer requirement function r (u,v) on the set of pairs of nodes, add a minimum size set F of new edges to G so that As(u, v; G + F) > r(u, v) holds for all u, v E V. Three extensively studied particular cases are: the edge-(S = ~), the node-(S = V), and the element-(r(u, v) = 0 whenever u E S or v E S) CAP. A polynomial algorithm for edge-CAP was developed by A. Frank [8] . In this paper we consider the element-CAP and the node-CAP, that are NPhard even for r(u,v) E {0,2}. Our main result is a 7/4-approxinmtion algorithm for the element-CAP, improving the previously best known 2-approximation. For the {0, k}-element-CAP (with r(u,v) E {0, k}) and for the {0, l, 2}-element-CAP we give a 3/2-approximation algorithm. The approximation ratios are based on a new lower bound on the number of edges needed to cover a skew-supermodular set function. For the node-CAP we establish the following the approximation threshold: ~ {0, k}-node-CAP cannot be approximated within 0(2 l°g -~ n) for any fixed e > 0, unless NP _C DTIME(nP°lyl°g(n)); thus the node-CAP is unlikely to have a polylogarithmic approximation.
Introduction
Problem formulation: Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let S c_ V. The S-connectivity As(u,v; G) of u and v in G is the maximum nmnber of uvpaths that no two of them have an edge or a node in S-{u,v} in common; we will use a for Av. We will consider the following Connectivity Augmentation Problem (CAP): given a graph G = (V,E), a node subset S C V, and a nonnegative integer function r(u,v) on the set of pairs of nodes, add a minimum size (or, more generally, a minimum cost) set F of new edges to G so that As (u,v 
;G + F) > r(u,v) holds
for all u, v E V. Extensively studied particular cases are the edge-(S = 0), the node-(S = V), and the element-(r(u,v) = 0 whenever u E S or V E S)
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connectivity augmentation problems. A particular case of the element-CAP is the hypergraph-edge-CAP where the goal is to augment a given hypergraph by edges of size two to meet given pairwise (hyper)edge connectivity requirements, see Proposition 4.2. Hence our algorithms for the element-CAP are valid for the hypergraph edge-CAP as well. Previous work: While the edge-CAP is polynomially solvable [8] , the hypergraph edge-CAP and the node-CAP turned to be NP-hard even when the input graph is connected and r(u, v) E {0, 2}, see Cosh et al. [3] and Nagamochi and Ishii [251, respectively. We briefly summarize the complexity status of some special cases (for a survey only of the cases when polynomial algorithms and/or good characterizations are available for the minimum see [9, 10] ).
The edge-CAP: For r(u, v) _= k for all u, v E V, polynomial algorithms were given by Eswaran and Taljan [7] and Plesnik [29] tbr k = 2, and by Watanabe and Nakamura [31] and Cai and Sun [4] for k arbitrary. For general r, a polynomial algorithm was given by A. h'ank [8] using Mader's [24] splitting-off theorem. For the rain-cost version, Jain [18] gave a 2-approximation algorithm.
The element-CAP:
Recall that the hypergraph edge-CAP is a particular case of the element-CAP. BangJensen and Jackson [1] showed that the hypergraph edge-CAP is in P for uniform requirements r =-k on V x V. This result was extended by Benczdr and Frank [2] to (T,k)-hypergraph edge-CAP with r = k on T x T for some T C V and r = 0 otherwise. The 2-approximation Mgorithm of Jain [18] for the raincost version of edge-CAP was extended to the min-cost version of element-CAP by Fleisher et at. [15] , see also Cheriyan et al. [5] . See surveys in [26, 111 for results on element-CAP.
The node-CAP:
The node-CAP turned out to be substantially more difficult than the element-CAP, see a survey in [19] . For r(u, v) =-k for all u, v E V polynomial algorithm was given by Plesnik [29] and Eswaran and Tarjan [7] for k = 2, by Watanabe and Nakanmra [31] for k = 3, and by Hsu [17] for k = 4. Jordan and Jackson [21] gave an algorithm that for any fixed k computes an optimal solution in polynomial time. The complexity status for arbitrary k remains a ma-jor open question in graph connectivity (a sinlilar probleln for digraphs is solvable in polynomial time [13] ); the best known approximation algorithm due to Jord£n and Jackson [20] conlputes a solution with roughly (at most) k(k -n(G))/2 edges over the optinmm, where n(G) is the node connectivity of G. Another case is when r(s, u) ~ k for u E U and r(u,v) = 0 otherwise, where s is a specific node, and U is a specific subset of nodes. In [27] an fl(lnn)-approximation threshold was established, and an O(lnnln k)-approximation algorithm was developed, where n = IV I. However, for U = V -s the complexity status of this problem is another open question (for digraphs, this case is polynomially solvable.) For general r, no tighter hardness results for the rain-size version were known.
Our results: Kortsarz et al. [23] established an approximation threshold for the problem of finding a min-size spanning subgraph J of H so that t~d(u,v) > r(u,v) for every node pair u,v of J (this is the {1, oc} costs case). By extending the construction of [23] , we will show a similar hardness result for the (usually easier) augmentation version (the {0, 1} costs case), and prove: THEOREM 1.1. The {O,k}-node-CAP cannot be approximated within 0(2 l°g'-~'n) for any fixed s > 0, unless NP c_ DTIME(nP°lyI°gw)).
Recall that the {0,2}-element-CAP is NP-hard, and thus approximation algorithms are of interest. As was mentioned, the more general min-cost version of the element-CAP admits a 2-approximation algorithm [15, 5] ; the algorithm in [15, 5] requires solving large linear programs. Nagamochi and Ishii [25] gave a combinatorial 3/2-approximation algorithm for the {0,2}-node-CAP with G being connected; the algorithm of [25] can be adjusted to the {0, 2}-element-CAP with G being connected. An approximation ratio better than 2 was not known for other versions of the problem. We will give an algorithm with approximation ratio better than 2 for arbitrary r. THEOREM 1.2. The element-CAP admits a 7/4-approximation algorithm. The {0, k}-and {0,1,2}-element-CAP admit a 3/2-approximation algorithm.
Notation:
An edge with endnodes u, v is denoted by uv. For an arbitrary set of nodes and edges U, W let U + W (U -W) denote the set or graph obtained by adding W to U (deleting W from U). For an edge set or a graph H on V and X,Y C_ V let 5H(X,Y) denote the set of edges in H with one end in X and the other end in Y, and let dH(X,Y) = 15H(X,Y)I and dg(X) = dH(X, V -X). We sometimes omit the subscript H if it is clear from the context.
Approximation threshold for node-CAP
To prove Theorem 1.1, we will show that approximating the node-CAP is at least as hard as approximating the following problem: The graph G = (V, E) is obtained from H as follows. 
For ij E g let
Cij = V -(A~j + t)ij) = ra(a~j) n rc(bij).
Since the partitions .4, B are equitable, the sets C.ij are all of the same size, say k -1. Every node in Cij is an internal node of an aijbij-path of length 2. By the construction, in Gij = G --Cij there is no aijbij-path. • e E ~F(Ai -I-ai + aij, Bj + by + bij) for some ij E E: in this case set {e', e"} = {a,a, bib}, for some ab e I (such edge ab exists, since ij c g).
• e = aija for some a E Ai or e = bijb for some b c Bj: set e ~ = e" = aia or d = e" = bib, respectively.
• e = a'a" for some a', a" E Ai or e = b'b" for some b', b" c B j: set {e', e"} = {aia', aia"} or {e', e"} = {bib', bib"}, respectively.
In each one of the cases, it is easy to see that for any ij c g with e E Fij holds: the endnodes of e', e" are nodes of Gij, and in Gia + (Fij -e + {e', e"}) there is an aijbij-path. Thus F -e + {e', e"} is a feasible solution as well, by Claim 2. 
REMARK:
The best known approxinmtion ratio for 
For node-CAP and for element-CAP a more general model is required, where p is defined on pairs of subsets of V, see [15, 5] 
p(x) + p(y) <_ p(x n Y) + p(x u Y) (3.2) v(x) + p(Y) ___ p(x -Y) + p(Y -x)
Note that p is also symmetric, that is, Several connectivity augmentation problems can be formulated as rain-size (or rain-cost) edge cover problems of a supermodular or a skew-supermodular flmction, see [10, 9] . In [2] Benczfir and A. Frank gave a rain-max formula for minimum number of edges needed to cover a supermodular function p, and developed a polynomial time algorithm that computes an optimal edge cover, under the assumption that a polynomial time oracle for
is available, where g is a function on V, g(X) = ~{g(v) : v E X}, and F is an edge set on V. As was pointed in [2] , for a supermodular p (a.a) can be realized in polynomial time even if p is given by an evaluation oracle. Such an extension is not known for skewsupermodular functions. But in applications discussed in this paper, (a.a) can be realized in polynomial time via max-flows.
For simplicity, let us say that an algorithm for a p-cover problem is polynomial if it runs in polynomial time under the assumption that a polynomial time oracle for (a.a) is available.
We need several definitions to present the result of [2] . A family .U of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of V is called a subpartition. Let
Let opt(p) be the minimum cardinality of an edge p-cover. It is easy to see that
for any set fimction p. Benczfir and A. Frank [2] showed that for symmetric supermodular p this bound is achievable. (Later 8zigeti [30] REMARK: The symnmtry assumption is needed only for a "correct" evaluation of u(p) and dim(p). Indeed,
is symmetric, opt(p) = opt(p'), and p' is supennodular (or skew-supermodular) if p is, see [30] . A {0,1}-set function is monotone if p(X) = 1 implies p(X') = 1 for any 0 ~ X' c X; this is a particular case of {0, 1}-skew-supermodular functions. Then ~(p) = u + [(n -3u)/4J, and thus opt(p) = n-u-L(n-3u)/4J. In particular, if u = n/3 then opt(p) = 2n/3. Kann [22] showed that there exists e0 > 0 such that it is NP-hard to decide whether u = n/3 or if u < (1 -e0)n/3. In tile latter case This reduction above does not seem to be straightforwardly applicable to p-cover problems arising from augmentation problems. For example, the edge-CAP is in P. The proof of NP-hardness of element-CAP [3] and of the node-CAP [25] uses a reduction to 3-Partition (see [16] ) which is closely related to Maximmn 3-Set Packing. We will prove that for skew-supermodular p, p-cover admits a 7/4-approximation algorithm. This would imply the first part of Theorem 1.2.
REMARK: Note that we cannot use the lower bound max{u(p)/2, dim(p) -1} of [2] to get an approximation 2-e even for {0, 1}-skew-supermodular p. To see this let p be defined by p(X) = 1 if IXI < k or if IX I > n -k, and p(X) = 0 otherwise, where n >> k.
It is easy to verify that p is skew-supermodular and symmetric. Also, dim(p) = k and u(p) = n, where n = IV[. On the other hand, ~(p) = [n/(k + 1)] thus opt(p) = n -Ln/(k + 1)J ,-~ nk/(k + 1). For k ,-~ x/hz, the ratio between opt(p) and the lower bound max{u(p)/2, dim(p) -1} = n/2 is asymptotically 2.
4 The element-CAP: preliminaries Here we will establish some facts about the element-CAP that will be used later. For sets X, U let Xu = X n U. A setpair is an ordered pair (X !, X') of disjoint subsets of the groundset. The element-CAP can be formulated as a setpair function edge covering problem, as follows (see [15, 5] 
The following two applications demonstrate the above statements. That is, an edge set Fu on U is a feasible solution to ZH if, and only if, Fu is a feasible solution to Zc.
The above reduction reduces the hypergraph edge-CAP to an instance of element-CAP with a restriction that adding edges incident to nodes in S is not allowed. Claim 4.2 shows that by dropping this restriction we get an equivalent problem. That is, the hypergraph edge-CAP is equivalent to the restriction of element-CAP to bipartite graphs with parts S, V -S.
REMARK: Tile same reduction shows that the mincost hypergraph edge-CAP adnfits a polynomial time approximation ratio preserving reduction to the raincost element-CAP. For that, we simply take G to be tile incidence graph of H, and set to infinity the costs of the edges incident S. For example, as the rain-cost element-CAP admits a 2-approximation algorithm [15, 5] we get the same result for the min-cost hypergraph edge-CAP. The inverse reduction does not seem to work, since in the element-CAP we might be allowed to add edges incident to nodes in S, while no such edges can exist in hypergraph edge-CAP.
Approximating skew-supermodular function covers A function g : V ~ Z+ is a p-transversal if 9(X) =-
be the surplus of X. We say that X c V with p(X) > 0 is:
(p, g)-tight if s(X) = O, (p, g)-near-tight if s(X) = 1, and (p, g)-dangerous if s(X) _< 1 (that is, X is dangerous
if X is tight or near tight). We often omit the prefix "(p, g)-" if p, g are understood. The following statement is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3 from [12] , and thus its proof is omitted.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p be skew-supermodular, and let g be a p-transversal. Then for any X,Y C V with p(X),p(Y) > 0 at least one of the following holds: (5.9) s(X) + s(Y) _> s(X N Y) + s(X U Y) (5.1o) s(X) + ~(Y) s(x -z) + s(Y -x) + 2g(X n Y).

Thus if X, Y are intersecting tight sets, then XNY, XUY are both tight, or g(X N Y) = 0 and X -Y,Y-X are both tight.
Clearly, g(V) > t,(p) for any p and its transversal g. Let T = {v ~ V :g(v) > 0}. Wesaythat gisa minimal p-transversal if for any v c T reducing g(v)
by 1 results in a function that is not a p-transversal. By Proposition 5.1, if g is a minimal p-transversal then for every v E T there is a unique maximal tight set containing v.
LEMMA 5.1. If p is skew-supermodualr then g(V) = u(p) for any minimal p-transversal g.
Proof. Among all fmnilies of tight sets whose union contains T, let .T" be one with ~x~y= [X] being minimal. The sets in .F are disjoint, by Proposition 5.1. Thus
~'(p) _> ~ p(X) = E g(X) = g(T) = g(V).
XEY: XE~
Since g(V) _> ~,(p), equality holds everywhere, implying g(y) = .(p).
Given a pair u, v E T define p~" and g~ as follows: puo(X) = max{0,p(X) -1} if IX N {u,v}] = 1 and pay(x) = p(X) otherwise; gUY(x) = g(x) -1 if x = u or if x = v and gUY(x) = g(x) otherwise. Similarly, for u c V let gU be defined by g*'(x) = g(x) -1 if u = x and g~(x) = g(x)
otherwise. It is easy to see that if p is (symmetric) skew-supermodular, so is pUV, e.g., see [18] . However, guy may not be a pay-transversal if g is. A pair u, v c T is (p, g)-legal if g~ is a p~V-transversal. PROPOSITION 
A pair u, v E T is legal if, and only if, no dangerous set contains u, v.
In the next section we will characterize those pairs p, g for which no (p, g)-legal pair exists.
The characterization and its consequences
It would be convenient to state our characterization under the following simplifying assumption, also used Let us justify (5.11). Note that any symmetric set function p can be viewed as a setpair function, that for X C V has value p(X) = p(V-X) on the setpair (X, V-X) and is zero otherwise.
For simplicity, we identify p with its corresponding setpair function. Clearly, p (as a setpair function) is T-projectable. Thus, the projection PT ofp on T is well defined. By Claim 4.1 PT is skew-supermodular, and, clearly, g is a minimal pT-transversal.
By Claim 4.2, if FT is a pT-cover with IFTI _< P" opt(pT) then FT is a p-cover with [FT] < p. opt(p). It is also easy to see that u,v e T is (p,g)-legal if, and only if, u, v is (PT,g)-legal. Thus
we nmy (and often will) assume that (5.11) holds. Note that then the minimal (maximal) tight sets are disjoint, by Proposition 5.1.
DEFINITION 5.1. A set family ~ of proper subsets of V is skew-crossing if for any X, Y c F at least one of the following holds: XNY, XUY C ~ or X-Y,Y-X E Y:.
THEOREM 5.1. Let p be skew-supermodular, let g be a minimal p-transversal, and suppose that no (p, g)-legal pair exists. If (5.11) holds then p is a characteristic Sanction of a skew-crossing family that contains all singletons and all pairs. Thus opt(p) > 2g(V)/3.
The second part of the theorem follows from the first part and Proposition 3. Thus we get the following theorem, that was implicitly proved in [2] .
THEOREM 5.2. ([2]) Let p be s'apermodular, let g be a minimal p-transversal, and suppose that no (p,g)-legal pair exists. If (5.11) holds then p(X) = 1 for any O C X c V. Thus opt(p) = g(V) -l.
A simple decomposition of symmetric crossing families can be found in [6, Theorem 4.2], see also [14] where a corresponding hyperedge-covering problem was considered. However, no simple decomposition of symmetric skew-crossing families is known. Such a decomposition might never be found, as finding a minimmn edge-cover of a skew-crossing family is NP-hard even on instances without legal pairs, see the proof of Theorem 3. fox' (3.3) exists, the algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time: g can be computed in polynomial time; the integer k in the main loop of Phase 1 can be found using binary search; a pair declared "illegal" during some iteration will remain illegal; see [2] for details.
Clearly, the algorithm computes a solution of size 
For the second part, note that by Theorem 5.1 IFq _< g'(V) -1 _< 3opt(p')/2; thus the first part applies with = 3/2.
We finish the first part of Theorenr 1.2. For the element-CAP p in (4.4) is symmetric skewbisupermodular. It is not hard to verify that via maxflows a minimal transversal g can be found in polynomial time, and that (3.3) with T, PT instead of V, p can be realized in polynomial time. Thus Lemma 4.1 implies that the Legal Pairs Algorithm applied on PT is a 7/4-approximation algorithm.
5.2 A 3/2-approximation for {0, k}-and {0, 1,2}-element-CAP Here we prove the second part of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 5.3, for that it is sufficient to show that the problem is polynomially solvable on appropriate instances without legal pairs. For an instance (G,S,r) of element-CAP, let p be the corresponding function defined in (4.4), let g be a minimal p-transversal, let T = {v C V : g(v) > 1}, and let PT be the projection of p on T. A node pair u, v is unsatisfied if r(u,v) -As(u,v) > t. Let 7-be the partition into components of the graph on T whose edges are unsatisfied pairs. It is easy to verify that 7-can be computed in polynomial time.
THEOREM 5.4. If no (PT, g)-legal pair exists for an instance (G, S, r) of {0, k}-element-CAP, then any forest whose connected components coincide with T is an optimal solution to ( G, S, r ).
REMARK: Theorem 5.4 does not extend to {0, ks, k2}-element-CAP with k2 > k2 > 0, even for k2 = 2. As a counterexample, let G = (T + s, E) consist of a star with 6 leaves {al, a2, a3, bl, b2, b3} and center s and an isolated node x. Set S = {s}, r(x,v) = 1 for every v • T, r(ai,aj) = r(bi,bj) = 2 for every 1 _< i ~¢ j < 3, and r(u,v) = 0 otherwise. Then g(v) = 1 for every v • T, no (PT, g)-legal pair exists, and T = {T}. But a tree on T is not an optimal solution, since a forest whose connected components are {al, a2, a3, x}, {bl, b2, b3} is a feasible solution of smaller size.
We will prove a generalization of Theorem 5.4 given in set terms.
DEFINITION 5.2. Let T ~ C T. A set family jr on T is Tt-crossing if X N Y, X U Y • jr for any X, Y • jr with X N Y, T -(X U Y) intersecting T'. For a partition T ofT we say that jr is T-crossing if jr is Tr-crossing for any T ~ • T.
A set X divides set T ~ if X N T',T' -X ¢ O. We will use the following extension of Lemma 5. 
. For an instance of{O, k }-element-CAP, no (pT, g)-legal pair exists if, and only if, PT is a characteristic function of a skew-crossing family jr that contains all singletons and all pairs satisfying: (i) T is jr-separating, and (ii) jr is T-crossing.
Proof. Since PT is skew-supermodular, the statement without conditions (i),(ii) follows fi'om Theorem 5. REMARK: For readers interested in the structure of instances of {0, k}-element-CAP for which no legal pair exists, we can suggest the following theorem (its proof is substantially harder than that of Theorem 5.5, and thus will be presented elsewhere). is an optimal solution to (G t, S t, r t) then F ~ + uv is an  optimal solution for (G, S, r) for any u E C, v c V -C  with r(u, v) Proof. Note that r(u,v)-As(u,v) = 1 for any unsatisfied pair u,v, by Theorem 5.1. Thus any nonmarginal component C of G must contain an unsatisfied pair u,v with r(u,v) = As(u,v) + 1 _> 2. If G is not connected, then there are two such components and unsatisfied pairs, say u,v E C and u t,v' c C t, where C ¢ C ~. We claim that then the pair x,x t is legal for any x E {u,v},x t E {ut, v'}. Note that there are two node-disjoint us-and u~vt-paths P and P'. Thus dega(Xt, X ") + IV -(X' +X")I > 2 for any setpair (X t, X") with X~ = {x, xt}. This implies that pT({X, x'}) = 0, and thus there is no dangerous set containing x, x t.
The algorithm is a s follows.
While G has a marginal component C, either (i) delete C if R(C, V -C) = 0, or (ii) add to G an edge as in Lemma 5.4 if R(C,V-C) = 1. Note that, by Lelnma 5.4, the set of edges added in this way is contained in some optimal solution. Then, apply the Legal Pairs Algorithm. Lemma 5.5 implies that after Phase 1 all the requirements r(u, v) = 1 can be reset to zero, giving an instance of {0, 2}-element-CAP which is equivalent to the original one. Thus Theorem 5.4 applies, and at Phase 2 of the Legal Pairs Algorithm an optimal augmenting edge set can be found in polynomial time.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is done.
5.3
Proof Contracting a subset Z of V means replacing V by V t = V -Z + z, where z is a new element, and defining functions pt and gt accordingly: p'(X) = p(X -z + Z) if z C X and p~(X) = p(X) otherwise, gt(X) = g(Xz) +g(Z) if z E X and g'(X) = g(X) otherwise, For any element v E Z of V will correspond the new element z of W. It is easy to see that pt is skew-supermodular if p is, and that gt is a pt-transversal if g is a p-transversal. The following statement (its proof is analogous to the proof of Claim 3.1 from [12] , and thus is omitted) allows us to contract tight sets when seeking for a legal pair. 
Conclusions
In this paper we considered two NP-hard problems: the element-CAP and the node-CAP.
For element-CAP, we gave an algorithm with approximation ratio 3/2 for r(u, v) E {0, k} and r(u, v) c {0, 1, 2}, and with approximation ratio 7/4 for arbitrary requirements. This improves the previously best known factor of 2. As the hypergraph edge-connectivity augmentation problem admits an approximation ratio preserving reduction to element-CAP, our results are also valid for this problem. One open problem is to improve the hardness results for element-CAP (the current one just states that the problem is NP-hard) or the approximation ratio. Another open problem is whether we can compute in polynon-fial time an optimal solution for general instances of element-CAP without legal pairs; if so, then this will g!ve a 3/2-approximation algorithm.
For node-CAP we have shown an apl)roximation threshold of 0(2 l°gl-'n)) for {0, k}-requirements. For this version an O(n In 2 n)-approximation algorithm can be deduced from the results in [27] , while for general requirements no algorithm with approximation ratio better than the trivial O(n 2) is known. Note that k = O(n) in the reduction we used, while for small values of k constant approximation guarantees can be achieved. This suggests that the node-CAP with bounded requirements may have an algorithm with a constant approximation ratio.
